Novus TSS Duo 450
Dual Monitor Arm Set

The Novus TSS Duo 450mm monitor arm enhances ergonomic comfort by elevating two monitors for perfectly aligned
viewing. It increases available workspace, is easy to adjust, and features aluminum construction for durability.

Designed for easy alignment of two monitors for side-by-side viewing
Enhances ergonomic comfort with easy adjustments
Creates more space by elevating a monitor above the work surface
Easily rotate monitor from portrait to landscape position
Integrated cable management hides wires and provides a clean, organized look
German engineered with aluminum construction guarantees quality and durability

Specifications
Model #
Weight Capacity (lb)
Range (in)
Column Height (in)
Mount Type

220+0270+000
44
17.7"
17.52"

VESA
Base Mount

75/100
System Clamp I

Warranty
MSRP

5 years
$459

QuickRelease

A Closer Look
The TSS series of monitor arms, accessories, and complete sets are designed to create comfortable, functional
workstations. From control rooms to offices, TSS offers unlimited workstation possibilities and long-lasting durability.
ENHANCE COMFORT
Reduce neck, back, and eye strain with ergonomic adjustments. Full-motion monitor arm joints and a rotating Quick Release
monitor mount make it easy to find the most comfortable position.

MORE SPACE
To maximize limited desk space, TSS elevates monitors off the desk surface. This helps create a more organized, efficient
workstation.
CUSTOM WORKSTATIONS
The modular design is perfect for building custom workstations from single desks to complex monitor banks in any work
environment.
ENGINEERED FOR DURABILITY
These German engineered monitor arms are constructed of aluminum for strength and durability in busy work environments.
Aluminum also provides a smooth, modern finish that complements any workspace.

Enhance Ergonomic Comfort

Perfect Alignment

Engineered for Durability

Adjust to your personal ergonomic profile to
prevent neck, back and eye strain.

Position 2 monitors for perfect side-by-side
viewing.

Aluminum construction offers long-lasting
performance in busy environments.
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